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Section I

GENERAL
Paragraph

Purpose and scope_________________________________________________ 1
References_______________________________________________________  2

1. Purpose and scope.—These regulations are intended for the 
using arms and the Ordnance Department. They give all necessary 
information regarding the construction, functioning, and identifica
tion of the different types of hand grenades and the components 
thereof.

2. References.—a. General instructions for handling ammuni
tion are published for the Army in TR 1370-A and personnel should 
be thoroughly familiar with these regulations before attempting to

* This pamphlet supersedes TR 1350-B. May 16, 1930, which has been entirely revised.
40157’—36------ 1
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handle ammunition of any type. Regulations governing the han
dling and storage of ammunition at establishments of the Ordnance 
Department are published in O. O. Form No. 7224, Ordnance Safety 
Manual.

Z>. Proper nomenclature for grenades is published in Standard 
Nomenclature List No. S-3, Grenades, Hand and Rifle; Chemical 
Candles, All Types; and Fuzing Components. This nomenclature 
is mandatory and will be used for all purposes. Ordnance drawings 
and standard list prices for grenades are published in the above 
Standard Nomenclature List.

c, Annual training allowances of grenades are published in 
AR 775-10.

d. Instructions for reporting accidents in time of peace are con
tained in AR 45—30.

e. For marking shipments, see U. S. Army Specifications No. 
100-2D.

/. All personnel charged with handling ammunition, especially 
that of a chemical nature, should familiarize themselves with 
AR 30-1270.

g. Range regulations for firing grenades in time of peace are 
contained in TR 140-5.

Section II

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Paragraph

General_________________________________________________________ 3
Types___________________________________________________________ 4
Identifying marks_________________________________________________ 5
Ammunition lots________________________________________________ 6

3. General.—Hand grenades form an important class of am
munition, especially for trench warfare. Grenades are a convenient 
type of ammunition which, within certain limitations, enables the 
infantry to augment their primary weapons with a missile somewhat 
similar in action to a shell or bomb. Chemical hand grenades that 
produce clouds of irritant gases are also effective in dispersing mobs, 
quelling riots, etc.

4. Types.—Hand grenades are divided into three general types, 
Xpamely, fragmentation grenades containing a heavy charge of ex
plosive, grenades which contain a chemical filler, and grenades de
veloped for training or practice. The grenades of these various 
types are described in detail herein under their respective sections.

5. Identifying marks.—a. Mark number and model,—As a 
means of identification, grenades and grenade fuzes are assigned a 
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mark number or model designation at the time they are adopted for 
manufacture. This mark or model becomes a part of the standard 
nomenclature for the item, appears on all drawings pertaining to it, 
and is stenciled or stamped on the item where practicable. The 
older types of grenades and fuzes are assigned mark numbers; the 
word “mark’’ being abbreviated “Aik.” and followed by roman nu
merals I. II. etc. The present system of model designation assigns 
the letter M. followed by an arabic numeral, to each new model as it 
is adopted.

Z>. Paiidiny and —In addition to the above, various col
ored paints are used to identify the different types of grenades. 
The method of painting and marking the grenades described herein 
will be found under their respective sections.

6. Ammunition lots.—An important factor in the identification 
of hand grenades is the ammunition lot number. This is assigned 
at the time of manufacture to a definite number of loaded grenades 
which are assembled under uniform conditions and generally con
tain—

Grenade bodies of one type or lot number.
Explosive or chemical filler of one lot number. 
Loaded fuzes of one lot number.

This grouping of like components results in an ammunition lot 
the rounds of which may be expected to function in a uniform man
ner during its serviceable life. A 5- by 8-inch ammunition data card 
is prepared for each lot of grenades at the time they are loaded. 
This card lists the ammunition lot number, the manufacturer, date 
of loading, contract number, and the various components used in 
assembling the lot. together with any remarks concerning their gen
eral characteristics. A copy of this card is packed in each box of 
grenades to which the lot number is assigned. The ammunition lot 
number also appears on the outside of each box of grenades and, in 
the case of chemical grenades, is stenciled on the grenade body. All 
reports on condition, functioning, or accidents in which ammunition 
is involved should be specific in this respect.

3
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Section III

GRENADE, HAND, FRAGMENTATION, MK. II, WITH HAND 
GRENADE IGNITING FUZE, MIO

Paragraph
General__________________________________________________________ 7
Description_______________________________________________________ 8
Operation of fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II--------------------------------- 9
Safety precautions_________________________________________________  10
Painting and marking______________________________________________ 11
Packing__________________________________________________________ 12

7. General.—The fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II, loaded 
with E. C. blank smokeless powder and assembled with the hand 
grenade igniting fuze. M10, is the standard fragmentation hand 
grenade for manufacture and issue. Its function is to cause casual
ties with fragments of the grenade body. The grenade complete 
weighs approximately 20 ounces.

8. Description.—This grenade, as issued, is shown in figure 1. 
Its principal components are described as follows:

a. Body.—The fragmentation hand grenade body, Mk. U, is made 
of cast iron. It is about the size and shape of a large lemon and is 
designed to fit comfortably in the hand. The outside surface is 
deeply serrated, horizontally and vertically, to assist in forming 
uniform fragments of effective size when the grenade explodes. The 
opening in the bottom of the grenade is tapped with %-inch (ta
pered) pipe threads and closed with a die-cast screw. The opening 
in the top is threaded for assembly of the fuze. The body weighs 
approximately 1 pound empty.

3. Bursting charge.—The explosive filler or bursting charge con
sists of 0.74 ounce of E. C. (Explosives Co.) blank fire smokeless 
powder. This is a commercial type of semicolloided nitrocellulose, 
granulated into small shotlike grains. It is generally pink or yellow 
in color and is associated with the words “blank fire” in that its 
principal use has been for loading blank ammunition for small arms.

c. Fuze, igniting, hand grenade. M10.—This is a mechanical device 
assembled to the grenade body which functions the grenade at the 
time and under the circumstances desired. (For details see fig. 1.) 
The fuze body (16) is threaded and screwed into the upper opening 
of the grenade body. A lever (10) covers the top of the fuze body, 
one end being bent over to hook under a protruding lip. The other 
end of the lever extends downward and is curved to follow the con
tour of the grenade. A cotter pin (11) with a ring (20) in the eye 
extends through holes in the lever and fuze body, holding the lever

4
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and striker assembly (7) in place against the action of the spring 
(13). The primer (15) is of the center-fire type and is known as the

Figure l.~ -Grenade, hand, fragmentation, Mk. II, with, hand grenade igniting fuze, M10

1. Filling hole screw (die 
cast).

2. Bursting charge (E. C. 
smokeless powder).

3. Igniting charge (black 
powder).

4. Case (copper).
5. This portion of fuze 

coated with green 
colored N. R. C. com
pound.

6. Time fuze (commer
cial ).

7. Striker.
8. Fuze sealer.
9. Striker point.

10. Lever.
11. Cotter pin.
12. Hinge pin.
13. Spring.
14. Disk (tinfoil).
15. Primer assembly, Mk.

16. Fuze body.
17. Priming cap.
18. Washer (composition).

19. Grenade body.
20. Ring.
21. Model of fuze, manu

facturer’s initials, 
and fuze lot number 
stamped on lever.

22. Inspector s stamp.
23. Grenade body manu

facturers initials.

Mk. V. It contains a 0.4-grain charge of primer mixture in a cup 
inverted over an anvil. When the cotter pin (11) is removed and 
the lever (10) released, pressure from the spring (13) rotates the 
striker (7) around the hinge pin (12). The point of the striker 
impacts against the primer cup and explodes the primer charge by

5
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crushing it on the anvil. The flame from the primer charge flashes 
through the primer body and ignites a 2-inch piece of commercial 
time fuse1 (6). This burns for approximately 5 seconds while con
ducting the flame to the igniting charge (3) which then explodes 
and functions the grenade. The igniting charge consists of 7 grains 
of black powder contained in a copper case (4). The open end of 
the case extends inside the stem of the fuze body and is crimped in 
place, the joint being waterproofed by an application of green colored 
X. R. C. compound. The primer end of the fuze is protected against 
the entrance of moisture by a tin foil disk (14) which is sealed in 
place with shellac varnish. Other components of the fuze are the 
fuze sealer (8) and the composition washer (18). The fuze sealer

1 By common practice in this country the word “fuze” is applied to a me
chanical device for producing explosion or detonation in artillery projectiles, 
bombs, or grenades, while the word “fuse” refers to the cord or casing filled 
with black powder or high explosive such as is used in blasting and mining 
work for setting off charges of explosive. Commercial black powder fuse is 
often referred to as “ miner’s safety fuse ” or " time fuse.’’

(Ord. 94-")

Figure 2.—Method of holding grenade while withdrawing the cotter pin.

is a piece of sheet metal which fits around the fuze body just above 
the threaded portion. Two projecting sides fit the triangular space 
between the fuze body and lever, thus preventing the entrance of mud, 
sand, or other foreign material into the firing mechanism. The com
position washer serves as a gasket between the fuze and grenade body 
when the fuze is seated in place. Should the spring (13) lose its 
strength or become “ set failure of the fuze will result. It has 
been found necessary to replace old springs with new ones after long 
periods of storage. The complete fuze weighs approximately 3.22 
ounces.

6
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9. Operation of fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. H.— 
Grasp the grenade in the throwing hand with the lever held firmly 
against the grenade body. Insert the first finger of the free hand in 
the ring, as shown in figure 2, gripping it firmly between the second 
and third joints of the first finger. Withdraw the cotter pin by 
pulling the ring. The grenade is then ready to be thrown. The 
thrower must take every precaution after the cotter pin has been 
withdrawn not to release his grip on the lever until the grenade is

(Ord. !M36)

1. Lever.
Fwcre 3. Action of the striker.

2. Striker assembly. Spring. 4. Hinge pin.

thrown. Throw the grenade with a full swing of the arm. The 
instant the grenade is released the striker forces the lever away 
and fires the primer, as shown in figure 3. Five seconds later the 
action of the fuze causes the grenade to explode. The body bursts, 
forming many small fragments, some of which may fly over 200 
yards. Personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the safety 
precautions in paragraph 10 before attempting to fire live fragmen
tation hand grenades.

10. Safety precautions.—a. A live fragmentation hand grenade 
should never be thrown unless cover is at hand behind which the 
operator and friendly troops may secure shelter. Fragments may 
fly over 200 yards.
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b. Do not arm the grenade by withdrawing the cotter pin unless 
the grenade is to be thrown at once. If the lever is accidentally re
leased after the cotter pin is withdrawn, the striker will function 
immediately and the grenade will explode in approximately 5 
seconds.

c. If you accidentally allow the striker to function, throw the 
grenade as far as possible, seek shelter, and if none is near drop flat 
on the ground, helmet toward the grenade.

d. If the grenade is accidentally dropped after the cotter pin has 
been removed, pick it up and throw it immediately—there is plenty 
of time if you do not hesitate. It will function in 4 or 5 seconds 
but it can be thrown farther than one can run in that length of 
time. Throw yourself flat on the ground as in c above and warn 
others near you to do likewise.

e. Do not assume that you can guess when 5 seconds have elapsed 
and allow the striker to function a moment or so before throwing 
the grenade. You will surely get caught sometime if you do.

f. A live grenade that fails to fire (dud) will never be tampered 
with under any circumstances. They will only be recovered in the 
manner prescribed by TR 140-5.

g. Remember that the hand grenade is always loaded and cocked. 
It is always pointed at you. It is safe and effective when properly 
handled but is very dangerous when handled otherwise. Unless you 
remember these warnings and act accordingly, you and those around 
you will become the victims of your carelessness.

11. Painting and marking.—Loaded fragmentation hand gre
nades, Aik. II, are painted yellow. Some fragmentation hand gre
nade bodies in service have a letter or symbol molded in one side 
to indicate the manufacturer of the casting. The levers of igniting 
fuzes, AHO, of recent manufacture are stamped with the fuze model, 
lot number of loaded fuze, and the fuze loader’s initials. For details 
see figure 1.

12. Packing.—a. Box.—Ten loaded fragmentation hand gre
nades, Mk. II, complete with hand grenade igniting fuzes, M10, 
assembled, are packed in a standard metal-lined wooden packing 
box as shown on ordnance drawing 76-16-114. The box dimensions 
are approximately 13% inches long, 7% inches wide, and 4% inches 
high. The empty box complete with liner, partitions, etc., weighs 
4.75 pounds. The gross weight complete as packed is 18.75 pounds. 
Displacement is 0.27 cubic foot. The box lid is fastened on with 
10 wood screws. After removing the lid, the cover of the metal 
liner is removed by pulling a ring set in one corner for this purpose.

8
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An ammunition data card (see par. 6) is packed in each box of 
grenades.

b. Marking of packing box.—Boxes containing these grenades are 
marked in accordance with ordnance drawing 20—4-114. For details 
see figure 4.

Section IV

GRENADE, HAND, FRAGMENTATION, H. E., MK. II, 
UNFUZED (ADAPTED FOR HAND GRENADE DETO
NATING FUZE, M5)

Paragraph
General----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 13
Description_______________________________________________________ 14
Fuze, detonating, hand grenade, M5_________________________________ 15
Operation of high explosive fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II--------------- 16
Safety precautions-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 17
Painting and marking_____________________________________________  18
Packing________________________________________________   19

13. General.—The high explosive fragmentation hand grenade, 
Mk. II, unfuzed, is no longer standard for future loading, having 
been superseded by the grenade, hand, fragmentation, Mk. II, with 
hard grenade igniting fuze, M10, described in section III. A con
siderable quantity of the high explosive (TNT loaded) grenades 
remains on hand, however, and these will be issued until the supply 
is exhausted. The grenade complete with fuze assembled weighs 
21 ounces.

14. Description.—This grenade is never stored or issued with 
the fuze assembled. The method of assembling the fuze to the 
grenade is described in paragraph 156. This should be accomplished 
at the time the grenades are to be used. The principal components 
of this grenade, as issued, are described as follows:

a. Fragmentation hand grenade body. Mk. II.—This is the same 
body used in assembling the fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II, 
with hand grenade igniting fuze, M10. It is described in paragraph 
8a.

b. Bursting charge.—The high explosive fragmentation hand gre
nade, Mk. II, contains approximately 1.85 ounces of loose granular 
TNT. The fuze hole is closed with a wooden plug (see par. 156).

15. Fuze, detonating, hand grenade, M5.—a. General.—The 
construction and operation of this fuze are identical with the hand 
grenade igniting fuze, M10, described in paragraph 8c, except for 
the explosive charge contained in the copper case attached to the 
fuze stem. This charge in the igniting fuze, MIO, consists of 7 
grains of black powder. (See fig. 1.) The detonating fuze, M5, 

10
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contains 15 grains of mercury fulminate. This copper case with 
a charge of mercury fulminate is commonly known as the no. 6 
commercial blasting cap or detonator. It is attached to the stem 
of the fuze. M5. by crimping and the joint is waterproofed with 
red colored N. R. C. compound. The high explosive fragmentation 
hand grenade. Mk. II. requires this detonator to produce a high 
order detonation of the TNT bursting charge. As the TNT loading 
for grenades is no longer standard, no more of the detonating fuzes. 
Mo. will be manufactured when the present supply is exhausted. 
The fuze complete weighs approximately 3.24 ounces. For packing 
details see paragraph 19 c and d. The detonating fuzes. M5, are 
not attached to the high explosive hand grenades. Mk. II. until 
the grenades are to be used. The fuzing operation is described in 
b below.

b. Assembly of detonating fuze. M-5* to high explosive grenade.— 
The unfuzed high explosive fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II, 
is stored and issued with a wooden plug assembled in the fuze seat. 
This wooden plug extends into the TNT in the grenade body and 
leaves a cavity, when withdrawn, into which the fuze detonator 
enters. The assembling operations are as follows:

(1) Unscrew and remove the wooden shipping plug. If the plug 
is too tight to remove with the fingers, press it from side to side to 
loosen it, or use pliers.

(2) Examine the cavity left in the explosive by the wooden plug. 
If the cavity is not clear use a wooden stick about hi ine^ di diam
eter to make a cavity.

(3) See that the fuze sealer and composition washer (shown in fig. 
1) are in place. These are usually packed separately in each box 
of fuzes.

(4) Insert the fuze detonator into the grenade body.
(5) Hold the fuze in one hand and screw the grenade body on the 

fuze with the other hand. In this operation the fuze should remain 
stationary while the grenade revolves around it. The fuze should 
screw into the grenade easily with the fingers. Any which cannot 
be assembled in this manner should be returned to the local ordnance 
officer for disposition. A spanner wrench (ordnance drawing 
82-1-29) is packed in each box of detonating hand grenade fuzes. 
This wrench fits the lugs on the head of the fuze body and should 
be used to seat the fuze firmly in the grenade.

16. Operation of high explosive fragmentation hand gre
nade, Mk. U.—After the detonating fuze, Mo, has been assembled to 
the grenade, as outlined in paragraph 15Z>, the grenade is ready 

11
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to fire. Instructions for firing the grenade are contained in 
paragraph 9.

17. Safety precautions.—The safety precautions listed in para
graph 10 must be strictly complied with when firing live fragmenta
tion hand grenades of any types. The following precautions in re
gard to hand grenade detonating fuzes pertain especially to the 
high explosive fragmentation hand grenade, Mk. II.

a. The detonator of the fuze, M5, contains a charge of mercury 
fulminate composition and this explosive is very sensitive to heat, 
shock, or friction. Consequently the only safe thing to do is to 
bundle them at all times -with extreme care.

b. Do not attempt to alter or tamper with a detonating fuze in 
the field. The detonator is powerful enough to blow fingers from a 
hand or cause other serious injury.

c. Never strike a box of these fuzes with a hammer or use undue 
force to open the box. Mass detonation will result if one of the 
detonators explodes.

18. Painting and marking.—Loaded fragmentation hand gre
nades, Mk. II, are painted yellow. Some of these bodies in service 
have a letter or symbol molded in one side to indicate the manufac
turer of the casting. For marking details see figure 1.

19. Packing.—a. Box for grenades.—Twenty-four loaded high- 
explosive hand grenades, Aik. II, without fuzes, are packed in the 
wooden box shown on ordnance drawing 76-16-1. The box dimen
sions are approximately 23-fg- inches long, 9 inches wide, and 5ys 
inches high. The empty box complete with partitions weighs ap
proximately 6.3 pounds. The gross weight complete as packed is 
37.5 pounds. Displacement is 0.72 cubic foot. A rope handle on 
each end facilitates handling. An ammunition data card, described 
in paragraph 6, is packed in each box of grenades.

b. Marking of box for grenades.—The box is marked in accord
ance with ordnance drawing 20—4—69. This marking is identical with 
that shown in figure 4 except that the grenades are described as 
follows:

24—LIVE FRAGMENTATION 

HAND GRENADES MK. II

WITHOUT FUZE & DETONATOR ASSEMBLIES

c. Packing box for hand-grenade detonating fuzes, Mb.—Three 
hundred and eighty-four detonating fuzes, Mo, are packed in the 
wooden box shown on ordnance drawing 76-16-40. The box dimen
sions are approximately 41% inches long, 23% inches wide, and 7 

12
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inches high. The gross weight is about 125 pounds and the dis
placement is 3.89 cubic feet. A rope handle is attached to each end 
to facilitate handling. The box is banded lengthwise- with two 
metal binding straps and the top is attached with wood screws. 
The bands and screws must be removed to open the box. (See 
safety precautions in par. 17.) The fuzes are inserted in a wooden 
tray inside the box. the tray having holes and slots cut in it to 
accommodate them. A piece of corrugated paper is placed on top 
of the assemblies to prevent shifting. A supply of fuze sealers and 
composition washers (384 each) shown in figure 1, together with 
a spanner wrench for assembling fuzes to the grenades (see par. 15). 
is packed in each box. The box also contains an ammunition data 
card showing the type and model of the fuze, name of manufacturer, 
date manufactured, etc.

d. Marking of packing box for detonating fuzes. Md.—The box 
is marked in accordance with ordnance drawing 20-4-70. This 
marking is substantially as follows:

On one side of boxOn both, ends of box
384-FUZES. DET. 
HAND GRENADE 

M5 FOR LIVE 
MK II & PRACTICE 

FRAG. HAND GRENADES 
LOT (number;

384—FUZES. DET. HAND 
GRENADE

M5 FOR LIVE MK. II & 
PRACTICE FRAG.
HAND GRENADES 

PACKED (date) LOT (number)

On top of box
LOT (number) 

DETONATING FUZES 
HANDLE CAREFULLY 

(Inspector’s stamps;
Representative shipping data for the address side of the box are 

shown in figure 4.
Section V

GRENADE. HAND. GAS. IRRITANT, CN-DM. M6, WITH 
HAND GRENADE IGNITING FUZE, M200

Paragraph
General__________________________________________________________ 20
Description_______________________________________________________ 21
Operation of CN-DM irritant gas hand grenade. M6____________________ 22
Effect of CN-DM irritant gas______________________________________  23
Safety precautions________________________________________________ 24
Painting and marking_____________________________________________  25
Packing__________________________________________________________ 26

20. General.—The CN-DM irritant gas hand grenade, M6, is 
principally for quelling riots and dispersing illegal gatherings. This 

13
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grenade functions by burning and creates a cloud composed of tear
gas (CN) and irritating (DM) vapor. The loaded grenade body 
with a grenade igniting fuze. M200, assembled, is stored and issued 
ready for use. The complete grenade weighs approximately 17 
ounces.

21. Description.—The CN-DM irritant hand grenade. M6, as 
issued, is shown in figure 5. Its principal components are described 
as follows:

a. Chemical grenade 'body.—The body (18) is cylindrical in shape 
and made of tin plate. The top is made of heavier gage metal than 
the sides and bottom in order to support the fuze adapter (22) which 
is attached to the center of the top by crimping. All other joints in 
the body are crimped or soldered, or both. The body contains 24 
perforations or vents, equally spaced, 18 in the sides and 6 in the 
top (see fig. 5). These are covered with 14-inch squares of zinc-oxide 
adhesive tape to prevent the entrance of moisture or dirt. When 
the grenade functions, these patches are blown or burned off and the 
gas escapes through the 24 vents.

5. Chemical filler.—The chemical filler (17) is a mixture composed 
of chloracetophenone (CN), diphenylaminechlorarsine (DM), a 
finely granulated smokeless powder of the E. C. (Explosives Co.) 
blank-fire type, and a binder of magnesium oxide. A charge of 280 
grams (9.88 oz.) of this mixture is pressed into the grenade body 
under a pressure of 4,700 pounds per square inch. Three tapered 
metal cores, each covering a vertical row of vents in the body, are 
left extending down into the filler during the loading operation. 
After the charge is pressed in. the three cores are removed leaving 
a tapered vertical groove in the tiller opposite each vertical row of 
vents.

c. Starter.—Approximately 5- grams of starting mixture (21) is 
poured on top of the chemical tiller (17) and allowed to flow down 
the sides into the grooves (20) in order to insure rapid and uniform 
ignition of the filler. The starter consists of black meal powder 
(60 percent by weight) mixed with liquid binder (40 percent by 
weight). The binder is prepared by dissolving 4 parts celluloid by 
weight in 96 parts acetone by weight. Starting mixture thus pre
pared flows readily aaid dries in about 6 hours.

d. Fuze, igniting, hand grenade < M100.—The fuze is a device which 
functions the grenade at the time and under the circumstances de
sired. (For details of the igniting fuze, M200, see fig. 5.) The 
fuze body (14) is threaded and screwed into the fuze adapter (22) 
in the top of the grenade. A lever (8) covers the top of the fuze

14
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Figure Grenade, hand.

1. Outer disk (gilding 
metal».

2. Ignition charge t black 
powder).

.*>. Washer (brass).
4. Relay charge (black 

powder).
5. Delay charge (black 

powder).
6. Striker.
7. Striker point.
8. Lever.
9. ('otter pin.

10. Hinge pin.

gas. irritant. CN-DM. M6. with hand grenade igniting fuze, 
M200.

11. Spring.
12. Disk (tin foil).
13. Primer assembly. Mk. V.
14. Fuze body.
15. Ring.
16. Model of fuze, manu

facturer’s initials, 
and fuze lot number 
stamped on lever.

17. Charge (CN-DM mix
ture ).

IS, Chemical grenade body.
19. Vents.

20. Tapered slots formed in 
CN—DM charge.

21. Charge (starring mix
ture).

22. Adapter.
23. Seal < adhesive tape i.
24. Symbol of chemical 

filler.
25. A W»-inch band and 

“GAS” stenciled in 
red indicate that the 
grenade produces ir
ritant gas.

26. Ammunition lot number.
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body, one end being bent over to hook under a protruding lip. The 
other end of the lever extends downward and is bent to follow the 
contour of the grenade. A cotter pin (9) with a ring (15) in the 
eye extends through holes in the lever and fuze body, holding the 
lever and striker assembly (6) in place against the action of the 
spring (11). The primer (13) is of the center-fire type and is known 
as the Mk. V. It contains a 0.4-grain charge of primer mixture 
in a cup inverted over an anvil. When the cotter pin (9) is re
moved and the lever (8) released, pressure from the spring (11) 
rotates the striker (6) around the hinge pin (10). The point of the 
striker impacts against the primer cup and explodes the primer 
charge by crushing it on the anvil. The action of the fuze, M200, 
to this point is identical with the fuze action shown in figure 3. 
The flame from the primer charge then flashes through the primer 
body and ignites a delay charge (5) of black powder pressed in the 
stem of the fuze. The delay charge burns slightly less than 2 
seconds and conducts the flame to the small black powder igniting 
charge (2). The igniting charge explodes and functions the starter 
(21) which in turn functions the grenade. The primer end of the 
fuze is sealed by a tin foil disk (12) which is held in place with 
shellac varnish. The lower end of the fuze stem is closed with a 
gilding metal disk crimped in place and waterproofed with bees
wax. If the spring (11) should lose its strength or become “set”, 
failure of the fuze will result It has been found necessary to re
place old springs with new ones after long periods of storage. The 
complete fuze "weighs approximately 3 ounces and contains a total 
of approximately 12.5 grains of black powder.

22. Operation, of CN-DM irritant gas hand grenade, M6.— 
Grasp the grenade in the throwing hand with the lever held firmly 
against the grenade body. Withdraw the cotter pin by pulling the 
ring as shown in figure 2. Throw the grenade with a full swing of 
the arm. As the grenade is released from the hand the striker 
forces the lever away and fires the primer. Approximately 2 sec
onds later the action of the fuze ignites the starting mixture which, 
in turn, ignites the top and sides of the compressed chemical filler. 
An effective cloud of irritating and lachrymatory (tear gas) vapor 
is emitted from the grenade within 3 seconds after being thrown 
and the grenade continues to function for about 35 seconds. At 
the beginning the CN (tear gas) vapor is white to colorless, having 
a pungent odor, which color soon changes to a canary yellow due to 
vaporized DM.

16
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23. Effect of CN-DM irritant gas.—The CX-DM irritant gas 
grenade. M6, gives approximately the same lachrymatory (involun
tary weeping) effect as the CX irritant gas grenade. M7, described in 
section VI. In addition, the presence of vaporized DM causes a 
burning sensation in the nose and throat and a heavy or tight feeling 
in the chest. There is also a nauseating effect, the degree of which 
depends on the concentration of the gas and the length of exposure. 
The cloud of irritating and lachrymatory vapors from one grenade 
fired in the open has sufficient volume and intensity to produce the 
following effects: An unmasked observer with eyes protected, sta
tioned 50 yards down a 5- to 15-mile-per-hour wind, will experience 
severe irritation of the respiratory tract followed by a considerable 
period of coughing. If eyes are unprotected, the CX vapors will 
cause intolerable smarting of the eyes, with impaired vision or tem
porary blindness, at 100 yards down-wind from the grenade. Per
sons exposed to CX-DM irritant gas in the open may suffer from 
the effects for several hours but no permanent damage is caused.

24. Safety precautions.—a. Troops using the CX-DM grenade, 
M6, should wear gas masks providing protection against DM vapor. 
Service gas masks equipped with canister MIIR, Mill, MIV, or 
MVIII give the required protection. Ordinary commercial gas 
masks do not give protection against DM.

5. Do not use these grenades in closed spaces except as a substitute 
for ball ammunition.

c. Do not release the lever until the grenade leaves the hand in 
the act of throwing, as these grenades start violently within 2 sec
onds after the primer is fired. There is no danger from fragments 
as the grenade is of the burning type and does not fragment.

d, Do not throw the grenade into dry grass or other readily in
flammable material if a fire is to be avoided.

e. Move up-wind from the grenade after it is ignited.
f. In open country with a 5-mile wind the territory gassed may 

be traversed without a mask within 5 minutes after the vapor -cloud 
has passed.

y. Store in a cool dry place. Tests indicate that the smokeless 
powder content will deteriorate when stored at high temperature, 
but does not constitute an explosive hazard in these grenades.

25. Painting and marking.—The CN-DM irritant gas hand 
grenade, M6, is painted gray. A red band %-inch wide is painted 
around the body 2 inches from the bottom. The symbol “CN-DM” 
and the word “GAS”, together with the manufacturer’s initials and 
lot number, are stenciled in red on the grenade body. (For details 
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see fig. 5.) Grenades containing CN-DM will be found in service 
marked with one green band and stenciled in green. This method 
of marking is obsolete and all chemical ammunition containing irri
tants will be identified by one red band and red stenciling in the 
future. Fuzes. M200, of recent manufacture assembled to these 
grenades have the fuze model, manufacturer’s initials, and fuze lot 
number stamped on the lever.

26. Packing.—a. Boxes for CN-DM irritant gas hand grenades, 
N6.— (1) This grenade is for the present packed in Chemical War
fare Service wooden packing box approximately 15% by 15% by 7% 
inches outside dimensions.

(2) A design in the development stage which will probably be 
adopted contemplates the packing of each grenade in an individual 
fiber container with 25 containers to the packing box. The tentative 
dimensions and weights of the new packing box for these grenades 
are listed as follows:

Packing box Drawing dimensions 
j (inches)

' Square
1 feet j

i Cubic 
j feet
i

1 Complete box 
and containers 

(empty)
25 grenades, M6!1 Total

"Wooden______ 17Vj by 16»*U by .J 2.05 1.35 191b____ ____ 26.6 lb______ 45.61b.

Twenty-five loaded grenades with hand grenade igniting fuze, 
11200, assembled are packed in each packing box. An ammunition 
data card, described in paragraph 6, is packed in each box of 
grenades.

b. Marking of packing box.—Boxes containing the CN-DM irri
tant gas hand grenades. M6, are marked in general accord with 
ordnance drawing 20-4-135. Specific marking data will be pub
lished when the new packing box is adopted.

Section VI

GRENADE, HAND, GAS. IRRITANT, CN. MT, WITH HAND 
GRENADE IGNITING FUZE, M200

Paragraph
General__________________________________________________________ 27
Description______________________________________________________  28
Operation of CN irritant gas hand grenade, MT------------------------------------- 29
Effect of CN irritant gas__________________________________________  30
Safety precautions________________________________________________ 31
Painting and marking----------------------  32
Packing_________________________________________________________  33
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27, General.—The CN irritant gas hand grenade, M7, functions 
by burning and creates a cloud of vaporized CN, commonly known 
as tear gas. It is used for training and, under certain conditions, 
in domestic disturbances. (See B.F.M., vol. VII, part 3, par. 75.) 
The loaded grenade with igniting fuze, M200, assembled is stored 
and issued ready for use. The complete grenade weighs approxi
mately 17 ounces.

28. Description.—The CN irritant gas hand grenade, M7, as 
issued, is shown in figure 7. Its principal components are described 
as follows:

a. Chemical grenade body.—This is the same body used for the 
CN-DM irritant gas grenade described in paragraph 21 a.

b. Chemical -filler.—The filler used in this grenade is a mixture 
composed of the following ingredients:

Percentage
by weight

Chloracetophenone (CN)______________________________ 28
E. C. smokeless powder________________________________ 69.4
Magnesium oxide (MgO)_____________________________  2.6

Two hundred and eighty grams (9.88 ounces) of the above mix
ture is pressed into the grenade body under pressure of 4,700 pounds 
per square inch. Three tapered metal cores, each covering a vertical 
row of vents in the body, are left extending down into the filler dur
ing the loading operation. After the filler is pressed in, the three 
cores are removed leaving a tapered vertical groove in the filler 
opposite each vertical row of vents.

c. Starter.—Five grams of the liquid starting mixture described in 
paragraph 21<? is poured on top of the chemical filler and allowed 
to flow down the three grooves opposite the vents in the body. This 
provides a rapid and uniform ignition of the filler. The starter dries 
in about 6 hours.

d. Fuze, igniting, hand grenade, M200.—This fuze is described in 
paragraph 21<Z.

29. Operation of CN irritant gas grenade, M7.—The proce
dure is the same as outlined for the CN-DM irritant gas grenade in 
paragraph 22. Two seconds after the primer is fired, the CN 
grenade, M7, begins to generate a white to colorless lachrymatory 
(tear gas) vapor having a pungent odor. One second later it reaches 
full volume and functions for 25 to 35 seconds, gas being emitted 
from the vents in the sides and top.

30. Effect of CN irritant gas.—Exposure to this gas produces a 
severe burning sensation to the eyes, causing involuntary weeping. 
The CN vapor cloud from one grenade fired in the open is of suffi-
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Fiourd 7.—Grenade, hand, gas. irritant, CN. M7, with hand

1. Outer disk (gilding 
metal).

2. Ignition charge (black 
powder).

3. Washer (brass).
4. Relay charge (black 

powder).
5. Delay charge (black 

powder).
ft. Striker.
7. Striker point.
8. Lever.
9. Cotter pin.

10. Hinge pin.

11. Spring.
12. Disk (tin foil).
13. Primer assembly, Mk. V.
14. Fuze body.
15. Ring.
16. Model of fuze, manu

facturer’s initials, 
and fuze lot number 
stamped on lever.

17. Charge (CN mixture).
18. Chemical grenade body.
19. Vents.
20. Tapered slots formed in 

CN charge. 

grenade igniting fuze. M200.

21. Charge (starting mix
ture).

22. Adapter.
23. Seal (adhesive tape).
24. Symbol of chemical 

filler.
25. A H»-inch band and 

“GAS” (stenciled in 
red) indicate that 
the grenade produces 
irritant gas.

2ft. Ammunition lot number.
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cient volume and intensity to cause intolerable smarting of the eyes 
with impaired vision or temporary blindness at a distance of 100 
yards down-wind in a 5- to 15-mile per hour wind. No permanent 
damage is caused from exposure to CN gas in the open.

31. Safety precautions.—a. Troops using the CN grenade, MT, 
should be equipped with sendee gas masks for comfort. Ordinary 
commercial gas masks or well-fitted goggles, however, will give con
siderable protection against average concentrations of CN gas in 
the open.

b. In addition to the above, the safety precautions contained in 
paragraph 24 must be observed in firing the CN irritant gas hand 
grenade, MT.

32. Painting and marking.—The CN irritant gas grenade, MT. 
is painted gray. A red band y2 inch wide is painted around the 
body 2 inches from the bottom. The symbol “CN” and the word 
“GAS”, together with the manufacturer’s initials and lot number, 
are stenciled in red on the grenade body. (For details see fig. T.) 
Grenades containing CN will be found in service marked with one 
green band and stenciled in green. This method of marking is 
obsolete and all chemical ammunition classed as irritant will be 
identified by one red band and red stenciling in the future. The 
fuzes, M200, of recent manufacture have the fuze model, manufac
turer’s initials, and lot number of the fuze stamped in the metal 
of the lever.

33. Packing.—Twenty-five loaded CN grenades, MT, complete 
with igniting fuzes. M200, assembled, are packed in wooden packing 
boxes described in paragraph 26 a. Each box of grenades contains 
an ammunition data card described in paragraph 6. The boxes are 
marked in accordance with ordnance drawing 20-4-135. For further 
details see figure 6.

Section VII

PRACTICE HAND GRENADES
Paragraph

General----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 34
Grenade, hand, practice, Mk. II. with hand grenade igniting fuze, M10____ 35
Grenade, hand, practice, empty. Mk. II. with bouchon and detonator

assembly, Mk. II, no. 6---------------------------------------------------------------- 36
Safety precautions------------------------------------------------------------------------- 37
Painting and marking_____________________________________________  38
Packing__________________________________________________________  39

34. General.—The function of the practice hand grenade is to 
simulate the operation of a live grenade as nearly as possible without 
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the expense or hazard involved in firing grenades of the service 
types. Practice hand grenades are stored and issued with fuze 
assembled, ready for use.

35. Grenade, hand, practice, Mk. II, with hand grenade 
igniting fuze, MIO.—a. Descript ion.—This is the standard prac
tice hand grenade for manufacture and issue. Its principal com
ponents are described below. (For details see fig. 8.) This grenade 
complete weighs approximately '20.5 ounces.

(1) Body.—This grenade uses the standard fragmentation hand 
grenade body, Mk. II. described in paragraph 8<z. After the prac
tice charge is inserted, the opening in the bottom is closed with a 
standard no. 6 commercial cork which is screwed into the threads 
and trimmed flush with the outside of the grenade body.

(2) Fuze.—The standard fuze for use with this grenade is the 
hand grenade igniting fuze. M10, described in paragraph 8c.

(3) Practice charge.—The practice charge consists of 22 grains 
of black powder pressed into pellet form and contained in the lower 
end of a paper tube inch in diameter and I /! inches long. The 
bottom of the tube is closed with a chipboard disk. A similar disk 
is placed in the tube on top of the powder pellet. After the fuze 
is assembled to the grenade body the practice charge is inserted 
through the filling hole. The open end of the paper tube containing 
the practice charge slips over the lower end of the fuze (see fig. 8) 
and the. filling hole is then closed with a cork as described in (1) 
above. Practice charges assembled in this manner are held in posi
tion by the fuze until the grenade is fired.

1

5. Operation of practice hand grenade. Mk. II. with hand grenade 
igniting fuze. M10.—Follow the instructions contained in paragraph 
9. The practice charge contained in this grenade is ignited by the 
action of the fuze approximately o seconds after the grenade is 
thrown. This charge is seldom powerful enough to fracture the 
grenade bodies and these may be recovered and used again. The 
cork plug is usually blown out accompanied by a considerable re
port and a small puff of white smoke.

36. Grenade, hand, practice, empty, Mk. H, with bouchon - 
and detonator assembly, Mk. II, no. 6.—a. Description.—This 
grenade consists of the standard fragmentation hand grenade body, 
Mk. II, assembled with a bouchon and detonator assembly, Mk. II, 
no. 6. The complete grenade weighs approximately 19.24 ounces. 
It has been superseded for future manufacture by the grenade, hand.

3 The word ’'bouchon” is the French term for the tiring mechanism used in 
hand grenades.
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practice, Mk. II, with, hand grenade igniting fuze, MIO, described
in paragraph 35.

ASSEMBLY

Figure 8.—Grenade, hand

1. Filling hole plug (cork).
2. Disk (chipboard).
3. Practice charge (black 

powder).
4. Tube (paper).
5. Igniting charge (black 

powder).
6. Case (copper).
7. Time fuze (commercial)
8. This portion of fuze 

coated with green- 
colored N. R. C. com
pound.

practice, Mk. II, with hand

9. Striker.
10. Fuze sealer.
11. Striker point.
12. Lever.
13. Cotter pin.
14. Hinge pin.
15. Spring.
16. Disk (tin foil).
17. Primer assembly, Mk. V.
18. Fuze body.
19. Priming cap.
20. Washer (composition).
21. Grenade body.

.. MARGINS, 
grenade igniting fuze, MIO.

22. Ring.
23. Model of fuze, manu

facturer’s initials, 
and fuze lot number 
stamped on lever.

24. Inspector’s stamp.
25. Grenade body manufac

turer’s initials.

(1) Body.—This is the standard fragmentation hand grenade 
body, Mk II, described in paragraph 8a. When used as a practice 
grenade with bouchon and detonator assembly, Mk. II, no. 6, the 
die-cast screw (filling hole plug) is removed by the issuing depot.

(2) Fuze.—The bouchon and detonator assembly, Mk. II, no. 6, is 
a hand grenade detonating fuze assembled to the empty body above 
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for practice purposes. This fuze contains a no. 6 commercial deto
nator (blasting cap) and is similar in every respect to the hand 
grenade detonating fuze. M5, described in paragraph 15. Both fuzes 
are suitable for practice purposes with the empty grenade body de
scribed above but the present policy is to use the older type bouchon 
and detonator assembly, Mk. II, no. 6, for practice with empty 
grenade bodies and issue the later model hand grenade detonating 
fuze. M5, with the high explosive (TNT loaded) fragmentation 
grenades, Mk. II. described in section IV. These fuzes are obsolete 
for future manufacture and will be issued until the supply is ex
hausted. The bouchon and detonator assembly, Mk. II. no. 6. and 
the hand grenade detonating fuze, M5, are very similar in appear
ance. The principal means of identification is from the markings 
on packing boxes, ammunition data cards, etc.

5. Operation of practice hand grenade. empty, Mk. II, with bou- 
chon and detonator assembly-, Mk. II. no. 6.—Follow the instructions 
contained in paragraph 9. The action of the no. 6 detonator causes 
a considerable report accompanied by more or less smoke. The gre
nade body with die-cast screw removed is seldom fractured by the 
detonator. The bodies may be recovered and used again.

37. Safety precautions.—a. Practice hand grenades are prac
tically free from hazard when properly used but they require about 
the same degree of care in handling and operation as the standard 
live grenades.

b. The practice grenades described herein may be thrown to a 
safe distance by the average thrower, and personnel need not. take 
cover except for purposes of training. Although there is practi
cally no danger involved, personnel should remain at a safe distance.

c. The detonators assembled in the empty practice grenades de
scribed in paragraph 36 are very dangerous. Safety precautions 
contained in paragraph 17 will be strictly observed in all operations 
where these detonators are involved.

d. Practice grenades that fail to function after throwing (duds) 
will not be recovered until at least 10 minutes have elapsed, and 
should be handled only by experienced personnel.

e. A study of the safety precautions contained in paragraph 10 
should be made for instructional purposes prior to actual training 
with practice grenades.

38. Painting and marking.—Practice hand grenades are 
painted blue. Some of the bodies have a letter or symbol molded in 
one side to indicate the manufacturer of the casting. Hand grenade 
igniting fuzes, M10, of recent manufacture have the fuze model, 
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manufacturers initials, and fuze lot number stamped on the lever. 
(For details see fig. 8.) The two types of practice hand grenades 
described herein may be distinguished from each other as follows: 
The empty practice hand grenade, Mk. II, with bouchon and deton
ator assembly, Mk. II, no. 6, has the filling hole plug removed from 
the body, while the practice hand grenade, Mk. II, with hand gre
nade igniting fuze, M10, has a cork inserted in lieu of the filling hole 
plug.

39. Packing.—a. Box for practice hand grenade. Mk. II, with 
hand grenade igniting fuze. MIO.—Ten of these grenades with fuzes 
assembled are packed in the standard box shown on ordnance draw
ing 76-16-114 and described in paragraph 12a. The gross weight 
complete as packed is 18.45 pounds. An ammunition data card, as 
described in paragraph 6, is packed in each box of loaded grenades. 
Boxes containing practice grenades are painted blue. Additional 
box markings are the same as shown in figure 4 except the word 
“PRACTICE” appears on the side and ends of the box in lieu of the 
word “FRAGMENTATION.”

b. Box for practice hand grenades empty, Mk. ZZ, with bouchon 
aiul detonator assemblies, Mk. II, no. 6.—Twenty-four of these gre
nades with bouchon and detonator assemblies attached are packed in 
the wooden packing box shown on ordnance drawing 76-16-1 and 
described in paragraph 19a. The gross weight complete as packed 
is 37.5 pounds. An ammunition data card, prepared in accordance 
with paragraph 6. should be packed with each box of these grenades. 
Boxes containing practice grenades are painted blue. Additional 
box markings are the same as shown in figure 4 except the descrip
tion of contents on the side and ends of the box which reads:

24 PRACTICE HAND GRENADES 
EMPTY. MK. IT. COMPLETE WITH 

BOUCHON AND DETONATOR 
ASSEMBLIES, MK. II, No. 6

c. Box for bouchon and detonator assemblies. Mk. II, no. 6.— 
Stocks of this item which are not assembled to empty fragmentation 
hand grenade bodies. Mk. II, are packed 384 per wooden packing box 
as described in paragraph 19c. The description on the side and ends 
of the box may vary with the different manufacturers but should 
read:

384—BOUCHON AND DETONATOR 
ASSEMBLIES MK. II, NO. 6

FOR PRACTICE HAND GRENADE

Additional markings are the same as given in paragraph 19c.
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Section VIII

DUMMY HAND GRENADES
Paragraph

Grenade, hand, dummy. Mk. I_______ ______________________________ 40
Substitute types_________________________________________________  41
Painting, marking, and packing________ __ ________________________  42

Figure 9.—Grenade, hand, dummy, Mk. I.

40. Grenade, hand, dummy, Mk. I.—The dummy hand gre
nade, Mk. I, is shown in figure 9. It is made of cast iron and is ap
proximately the same size and shape as the fragmentation hand
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grenade, Mk. II. A projection is cast on the top and side to repre
sent the fuze assembly. It weighs approximately 21 ounces and is 
used for preliminary practice, primarily in grenade throwing.

41. Substitute types.—When the supply of dummy han,d gre
nades, Mk. I, becomes exhausted, they will be replaced by empty 
fragmentation grenade bodies fitted with fuzes having live primers 
but without detonators. When the supply of this assembly becomes 
exhausted, empty fragmentation grenade bodies without fuzes will 
be issued for dummy use.

42. Painting, marking, and packing.—Dummy hand grenades 
are painted black and this constitutes the only distinctive marking. 
There is no standard packing box for dummy hand grenades.

[A. G. 062.12 (11-21-35).]

By order of the Secretary of War :
MALIN CRAIG,

Chief of Staff.
Official :
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Major General,
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